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ABOUT US
Academics & Beyond is a highly rated Soft Skills
Training, Career Counseling & Personality
Development Training & Consulting services
organization based out of Bengaluru, India. Within
a very short span of time (Estd. Oct 2017) A&B
has catered to the needs of hundreds of working
professionals & students and have received rave
reviews on Google. Recently A&B has been
recognized as one of the 20 Most Promising
Workforce Development Service Providers in
India by Silicon India magazine. We cater to the
needs of working professionals and students.

DISCOVERMYSELF
DiscoverMySelf is a "Personality Analysis and
Counseling Service”. We leverage internationally
renowned, well researched & reliable Psychometric
assessments for performing personality analysis.
based on Jungian and Big Five models.
We do not relay on computational tools entirely for
generating the report. Our process involves manual
intervention, where our experts would analyse the
answers provided by the individual & arrive at highly
accurate insights.
The results provide information about 30 personality
traits which would have a direct impact on our
professional and personal success. Insights include adaptability to change, creativity, risk appetite,
problem solving/critical thinking ability, leadership
skills, self-control & efficiency levels, motivational
levels, orderliness, ability to learn new things,
gregariousness, assertiveness, procrastination
tendencies, stick-to-it attitude, teaming &
collaboration skills, emotional intelligence &
negative traits including anxiety, anger, selfconfidence levels, etc.

CONTENT COVERAGE & TESTIMONIALS
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SALIENT FEATURES
Online Service - Any Where, Any Time, Any Device!
Two Personality assessments (DiscoverMySelf 1 & 2) plus 90 minutes one-to-one discussion included as part of
the package
Internationally renowned, well researched & reliable Psychometric assessments used
Exhaustive analysis - 30 major personality traits & characteristics identified - with explanations
Know your strengths, weaknesses & improvement areas
Service is tailored to meet the needs of users in India
Results would help individuals in deeper self understanding & can help them in Self Development & to take right
Career Decision
Results would also help in continuing education and choosing right roles
HR teams can leverage this data for employee assessment (employee selection, to define employee
development plan, & employee assessment for promotions)

TESTIMONIALS FROM PARTICIPANTS
"I had a 3 hr elaborate counselling on personality development,
which gave me deeper insights into my traits and greatly helped
me discover myself. The reports generated are almost 100%
accurate and the way Mr. Srinath helps you assess your
personality and suggests ways to improve it is just stupendous. I
would highly recommend Academics and Beyond for PD
counselling.." Akshay
"The counselling took place for 3 hours and I would never regret
those 3 hours of my life. The reports are completely scientific and
you will get information about things in which you are good at
and most importantly the things in which you need to improve to
become the better version of yourself. You will get to know about
your strength and weakness". Harshitha
"I am almost forty and have more than 16 years of work
experience. I was looking to change my domain skill set i.e. sales
to something more lucrative and less intensive. But by the end of
session with Mr. Srinath who pragmatic in his approach, made me
realise... Truly an eye opener and the best guide who I have
approached so far in my lifetime. Kudo and keep up the great
work Sir!!" Praveen
"Well guided sessions took us to a complete tour of development
in the areas of professional and personal life.", Sameer Alvi
"This place helps us to find our path and know our strengths and
weakness. If at all you are confused and don't know what to do or
take up. This place will help you! Thank you Academics and
Beyond for being so honest and kind.". Archish

